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Abstract: Informal enterprises have a vital role in developing countries in generating employment for unskilled
and as an extension of supply chain of resources where formal enterprises cannot operate viably. They are
unable  to  access  formal  financial  resources  due  to  the  liability of smallness and information asymmetry.
Yet, they sustain in the highly competitive market and co-exist with large retailers. There is a literature gap exists
to explain how informal enterprises use Resource Bootstrapping and Bricolage to overcome resource constrains
and to meld available resources to a unique set competencies. It is found that informal shops perform at par with
large shops though the RBB strategies used by them are different. The informal enterprises will become formal
once they gain competencies to grow beyond the set limits for registration.
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INTRODUCTION environment and at a small scale of economies. But their

Definition of ‘Informal economy’ was universally the store, size of the firm in terms of both floor area and
accepted in the 15  ICLS (International Conference of investment and average inventory. Informal economy alsoth

Labour Statisticians) (adopted as a part of ‘national generates employment opportunities directly to those
economy’ by International Labour Organization in its who starts the business and indirectly to those who
17 Conference of ‘International Conference of Labour support the business in transportation, supply, labour.th

Statisticians’ in 2003. The  system  of  National  Accounts Though contribution of informal economy to national
(SNA) defined the informal sector as a part of house hold economy is negligible,its role as a catalyst in enhancing
sector in 1992. The enterprise approach of defining flow of resources from rural to urban as well as formal
informal sector as a part of house hold enterprises economy cannot be ignored. 
engaged in self-employment to earn living hood or as a The survival of informal enterprises is becoming
group of individuals to engage in small trades. Retailing tough in developing economies due to fast growth of
is one of the trades prominent in informal economy and formal  economy   catalysed  by  promotional  strategies
second largest employment provider next to agriculture of the local and national administrations, poor service
sector. capabilities, technological incompetency, lower

Informal retailing has multifaceted role in investment potential,  inability  to  improve  service
entrepreneurship development, employment generation quality in-tune with changing life style and customer
and economic growth. It is easy to start a small business expectations, poor financial resources and lower
with a small investment and less expertise or education or educational qualifications. In the Indian context, sixty
knowledge but function in a resource constrain percent of the National Domestic Product is contributed

business strategies vary with age of the firm, location of
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by informal sector and this rate is declining at a very low controlling variables in this research. Sales, total cost and
rate. But, the measurement of informal sector output using profitability are the dependant variables used to compare
direct methods is difficult due to information asymmetry, the performance of different strata of retailers and how
inconsistency andbeing unorganised. But still, they resource bootstrapping and bricolage influence these
possess the characteristics of enterprises though they are variables is to be analysed. 
unnoticed and uncontrolled. The main challenges in analysing the operational

A few factors that contribute the existence of informal efficiency of informal enterprises is, information
economy in any nation include large population, low asymmetry, inseparability of business from owner,
economic growth, inflow of refugees, migration from rural heterogeneity in resources used, low education and fear
to urban, shift in occupation  from  agriculture   to   non- to respond to surveys. Hence the data on operational
agriculture segment and widening skill gap from industry activities must be collected through continuous
expectations. Even though the informal sector is not interaction and observation. 
contributing high to the national GDP or increasing
revenue to governments in terms of taxes, it has a vital Scope for Informal Retail in India-Functional
role in poverty eradication, improving income in low strata Implications: Lack of economic viability for modern retail
income group of the population, extending an opportunity formats and e-commerce to operate in rural areas due to,
for unprivileged or low educated individuals to earn living wide disparity in income between rural and urban
hood and as an invisible power to retard the illegal and customers, thin population in rural spread over wide
destructive activities arsing due to unemployability. The geographical area, lower value of stock kit units per bill
informal enterprises are not contributing economically and increasing operational cost, leaves  an  opportunity
much to the national growth in terms of taxand not for the informal retailers to co-exist with them. Informal
enjoying any benefit from  the  national  economy as retailers are necessity entrepreneurs [1]. They maintain a
organised enterprises has in-terms loans, subsidies consistent profit, business anda group of retained
quotas,legal protection or support to flourish or any customers but lack financial support from formal financial
technical or intellectual supports. Hence informal institutions, credit facilities, opportunity to access or avail
enterprises are occupational option for survival and government provisions. High failure rate of nascent
necessity. They are born with limited resource and sustain enterprises is a great challenge in the transformation of
in economy with continuous struggle to manage resource informal to formal enterprises though an informal
constrains to ensure growth and survival. Hence there is enterprise will become a registered firm once it’s growth
a scope to analyse the behavioural strategies of informal exceeds the cut off number of employees, turn over (INR
enterprises in managing resources and overcome resource 1million or US$ 15000 ) and income more than INR 0.25
scarcity or constrains. million or US$ 3660 per annum. This tolerance level reduce

Resource Bootstrapping and  Bricolage entry and free exit in the informal sector. As in the early
Two Behavioural Strategies in Resource Management: stage of an organisation is informal level, entrepreneur
Resource bootstrapping is a strategy to substitute an itself has to find adequate resource for ensuring growth,
expensive or a scarce resource with a cheap resource he learn how to manage risk and return with his own fund.
while bricolage is a strategy to manage a resource scarcity During this period, the enterprises cannot access to
with what is readily available in hand at that time. a few formal financial institutions for fund. This reduces the risk
resources constrain that informal enterprises face are, of governments and financial institutions.
capital, spatial, expertise and legal assistance. This paper
attempts to analyse how resource bootstrapping and Literature  Review:  Survival of any enterprise depends
bricolage are used as the managerial strategies by informal on  the entrepreneurial acumen of its promoter in
enterprises taking the grocery retailers as a special case. acquiring scarce and generic resources for melding a
Grocery retail shops  spread  over  everywhere  people unique competitive advantage [2,3,4,5]. The transaction
live. Hence, population density, distance to travel, cost to acquire rare resources to blend unique
demographic factors of shops, size of the retail shops in competencies and the rent (profit) gained from these
terms of floor area, capital used, inventory range are the competencies define the success and prospects [4,6,7,8].

the error in calculation of GDP due the unrestricted free
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The Resource dependence theory define the power of non-agricultural enterprises are engaged in grocery
enterprises over distribution of resources while resource retailing. The density of retail shops vary in proportion
based view (RBV) explained the guidelines for developing with the population density which varies extremely from
competencies from available resources [4]. Finance, space place to place. When mean and standard deviation are
and skills are the limited resources, but inevitable, for uncertain and the population vary at a high rate, sample
structuring economical capabilities for the existence of size is calculated using the formula n= Z * P(1-P)/ d
enterprises. Peck Order of Resource Management prefers where n= sample size, P= 0.5 ( 50% variance) and d is the
internal sources to external sources in managing significance level ( 5%) and Z= 1.96 for 5 % significance
resources [9]. But for informal firms, only internal funds level of precision. As per the calculation using this
(savings, retained earnings or borrowing from kith and formula, size of sample must be more than 384 [26]. 
kin) and insecure informal money lenders are the asylum The respondents were selected from 171 villages
for fund while for registered enterprise can access formal spread over 9 blocks in proportion to the populations
financial sources such as banks, angel funds etc. [10]. But density of each block in such a way that representation
strategies like resource bootstrapping or bricolage from all villages can be ensured (District Census
improve firm’s performance as well as growth [11,12]. Handbook, 2011). The demographic factors of customers
Resource bootstrapping  is  a  strategy   to   substitute  an as well as the shop features vary significantly among the
expensive or a scarce resource with a cheap one while geographical   areas,   identified   as   rural,  semi-urban
bricolage is  a  strategy  to manage a resource scarcity and urban. Number of responses collected and accepted
with   what   is   readily    available    in    hand   at   that was 392.
time without compromising quantity and quality
[12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19].  It includes owner-related Data Collection: The big challenge in this data collection
finance, minimization of accounts receivable, sharing and is to overcome information asymmetry and response
borrowing of resources, delaying payments, minimization biasing. Hence, three specific questionnaires are used to
of capital invested and using subsidy finance [13]. overcome errors due to bias in response and information
Barringer and Ireland [19] explained resource asymmetry.
bootstrapping creative strategies to avoid the use of Data was collected using three different questionnaires 
external finance through creativity, ingenuity, thriftiness
and cost-cutting. The basic forms of bootstrapping Questionnaire 1 : General Information, Demographic
strategies are, gaining control over resources, utilizing profile of shoppers
effectively and minimizing expenses [20,21] Seven motives Questionnaire 2 : Stock, daily sales and inventory
for seeking bootstrap financing are cost reduction, velocity
minimising reliance on long-term external finance, minimise Questionnaire 3 : Investment,Expenses
capital need, risk reduction, gaining freedom of action,
saving time and enjoyment in helping others [22]. The RESULTS
Degree of Resource Bootstrapping is an individual drive
and is measured as percentage change (decrease) in need The response to different parameters of operations
of resource when a particular RB strategy is used by the retails vary significantly with the size of the retail

Research Methodology: This research was carried out in they replace the resource scarcity with what they have in
Coimbatore District of Tamilnadu State in India where hand while the large shops are using resource
there is a high degree of heterogeneity in population bootstrapping as they use their resource in which they
density and distribution of informal enterprises in size, had invested for earning high return or to reduce the cost
investment and sales [23]. Coimbatore district comprises of operation. From this research, the shops are gaining
of six taluks, 12 blocks and 237 villages. Total population economies of scales when they are small and large. For
is 34,58,045 [24] and the total number of non-agricultural small shops gain from small cycle time while large shops
enterprises is estimated as 3,19, 642 [25]. As informal gain  from  optimizing  the  spare  resource  effectively.
enterprises are exempted from registration till a turnover The medium shops are using a blend of both resource
of INR 1 million ( US$ 14176) it is difficult to estimate the bricolage and bootstrapping so that the cost of operation
correct population size. It is perceived that at least 40% of can be controlled.

2 2

shop. The small shops use the resource bricolage more as
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Table 1: Response of retail shops to scarcity in a few resources
Resource bootstrapping strategies and their benefit to the shop
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Controlling variable Small Medium Large
Capital From friends, relatives, or own Own fund and loans. Own fund and loans. Registered retailers.

saving, low interest, or no interest. Avail overdraft facility and facility. 
Most of the shops are informal 

Inventory Lower storage capacity. Focussed More generalised stock kit unit mix, Wide range of merchandise to attract high net worth
stock kit Unit mix based on demand, not strictly based on local demand or customers.   Inventory   planning   is based   on
only fast moving items based local frequent demand. More space needed for forecasting. Possibility for phantom products and
demand, short net trading cycle, storage, content of slow moving products wastage due to expiry of life. Very lengthy net
low content of slow moving products. increase, net trading cycle elongates, trading cycle. More investment on additional storage
But the cost of procurement increases but saves cost due to bulk purchase.
with number of procurements per unit
period. Customization is the important facility

Assortment range narrow wide Very wide
Promotion Personal relations, regular and A mix of regular customers and occasional Customers are attracted by large assortment,

consistent customers customers. Small discounts are given uniquenessin products, high rate of discounts, facility
to the customers. to choose from rack directly, self-service, one time

bulk purchasing.
Credit sales Credit sales amount up-to 60% of daily Credit sales is limited to regular customers No credit sales, No bad debt.

sales, bad debt, and receivables high, with a limit, medium receivables,
but essential to promote sales and less bad debt.

Door delivery Door delivery is a part of the customer No door delivery No Door delivery
service and it helps to retail personal relation 

Tax and levies If the sales is below INR 1 million, then Price increases if the indirect tax is not levied Price increases with additional taxes. Disposable
indirect taxes are levied in the first sales in the first sales. The income tax reduces income is reduced due to income tax
itself. In the case of income tax, if the the disposable tax.
declared income is less than INR0.25 million,
it is exempted. 

Location effect Near to the residential area, average bill In village or town centres or in the traffic Most  of   the  large  shops  are  in  city  centres.
is less, average foot fall is consistent but intense junctions.  Footfall depends on the Due to time constrain and convenience, customers
limited depending on the population density traffic intensity. Hence, sales are inconsistent. from city prefer to reduce number of procurements
and number of shops in the proximity The average bill size is medium. but prefer bulk purchase 

Distance from city or town The carriage in increases and hence the total The carriage inward reduces but the sales Week end sales increase as the customers to visit
cost increases. But sales will increase as it will be limited to daily commuters. Hence with family in their vehicle. The shopping experience
would be inviable for the local customers to holidays, strikes, climate changes etc. will and economical use of vehicle persuade them to
travel long to buy daily needs. Door delivery affect adversely. Week end sales may complete   the   purchase   for   the   next   week.
further ease the customers. depend on local population density. This will increase sales

Number of shops within the proximity Credit facility, door delivery etc. The competition will affect the business Deep discount sales, seasonal offers , week end
will limit the switch over of customers significantly. Hence the uniqueness in offers pull the customers
one shop to another. assortment, goodwill, price etc.

influence the footfall.
Cash purchase and purchase discounts Being small, the quantity purchased is Bulk purchase and credit purchase due to high Since modern retailers get credit facility and large

small and lack of credit facility, cash volume will not affect the procurement schedule volume purchase will enhance the bargaining power
purchase is essential which in turn but the bargaining power will improve the and profit increases. But the deep discounts and
depends on the collection of receivables, profitability. If receivables are not collected advertisements will reduce the profit earned from
cash sales. This pressurise for free flow in time, payment schedule will be affected. bulk purchasing. Hence control of operational expense
of cash or to depend on informal money is necessary.
lenders for fund at high interest.
Cash discounts will be negligible.

Vendor supplied products The supply from local producers, farmers The supply from local producers, farmers and Modern format with large footfalls get both spatial
and van suppliers improve the inventory van suppliers improve the inventory level and charges, commission, and credit facility. This will
level and the retailer get a fixed period the retailer get a fixed period to sell the product increase availability of new and unique brands
to sell the product and pay the price. and pay the price  in store. 

Labour Self-labour, part time labour or Labour charges are controlled by using part A combination of part time, piece-rate, and full
engagement of family members. time employees for hourly basis and time labour are used. Since the customer choose
this reduce cost of operation. piece work rate for packing into the products directly from racks, only billing and

standardised packets.  delivery need labour. 
Rent Since most of the informal shops are Rent per square feet and advance Rent per square feet and advance are high in the

either a part of residence or owned or are high in the city and town centres. city and town centres. This increase total cost.
rented. As they are in far away from town This increase total cost.
and village centres, rent per square feet
and rent advance are very less.

Transportation cost Transportation cost is less as the quantity Carriage in will be controlled by sharing with Generally, the supplier will deliver at warehouses
to be carried is small, it may be brought other retailers or reduce the number of as large shops buy in large quantity. 
in public transport or own vehicle or carriage in by purchasing bulk matching to
even in small vehicles the carriage capacity 

Wastage Wastage is very high as major content Shrinkage cost and spill over are high, cost of Wastage cost is high but expired products and slow
of the merchandise is perishable. phantom products is significant. Cost of moving products can be returned to the supplier.
But shrinkage cost and cost of phantom wastage due to perishable products is less.
cost are negligible

Automated customer care system Not used Automatic billing and Swiping machines Automatic billing, swiping machine 
Average SKU value Low, below US$ 1 Medium US$ 1-3 high, above US$ 3
Product range  Below 30 30-150 150 - 400
Branded products Less than 25% of total inventory 30-65 % More than 50%
Disposal sale negligible nil Up to 45% of the stock of perishable products

every day
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CONCLUSION 7. Donaldson, T. and L. Preston, 1995. The Stakeholder

Resource bootstrapping and bricolage are two Implications,   Academy   of   Management   Review,
behavioural strategies seen among entrepreneurs to 20(1): 65-91.
overcome the resource constrains when they are either 8. Oliver E. Williamson, 1981. The Economics of the
scarce or expensive. All entrepreneurs use one or another Organization, Transaction Cost Approach, American
type of resource bootstrapping methods but varies from Journal of Sociology,  87(3): 548-577.
one person to another and one industry to another 9. Myers, S.C., 1984. Capital structure puzzle. Journal of
industry. They can be temporary or permanent. The Finance, 39(3): 575-592.
factors that influence the selection of resource 10. Brealey, R.A., S.C. Myers and F. Allen, 2006.
bootstrapping or bricolage, are size of the firm, age of the Corporate Finance, 8th edition, McGraw-Hill Irwin
firm, location, capital used etc. 11. Rutherford et al., 2009. M.B. Rutherford, M.L. Gibeau,

The  results  of  this research also support the S.G. Clark, E.C. ChamberlainInterdisciplinary problem
findings of Ebben and Johnson [15], Winborg [22], solving workshops for grizzly bear conservation in
Padachi  [16],  Fatoki  [21]  and Auken and Neely [14]. Banff National Park, Canada  Policy Sci., 42: 163-18.
There is a positive effect of resource strategies on 12. Baker, T. and R.E. Nelson, 2005. Creating something
profitability. The extension of research to the informal from Nothing: Resource Construction through
retail formats also support the findings of previous Entrepreneurial Bricolage. Administrative Science
researches. Quarterly, 50(3): 329-366.

There is a scope of further research by including the 13. Winborg, J. and H. Landstrom, 2001. Financial
retail shops from different other product range as well to Bootstrapping   in   Small   Businesses:  Examining
compare the effect of these strategies for different product Small Business Managers' Resource Acquisition
families on profitability. In this case, only food and Behaviours.    Journal     of     Business    Venturing,
grocery retailing is considered. 16: 235-25.
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